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Abstract 
Hemmi. Y., The projective plane of an H-pairing, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 75 
(1991) 277-296. 
The projective plane of an H-space has piayed an important role in the theory of H-spaces. In 
particular, if the cohomoiogy of a given H-space is primitively generated, the cohomoiogy of its 
projective plane has a simple structure. In this paper we discuss the projective plane of an 
H-pairing which is a generalized concept of an H-space. This extension gives us a method to 
construct a projective plain-like space out of an H-space. This space turns out to be useful even 
if the cohomoiogv of the H-space is not primitively generated. As an application we prove some 
facts on the action of the squaring operations on the cohomology of a finite tl-space. 
1. Introduction 
All spaces in this paper have the homotopy types of connected CW-compiexes 
and have nondegenerate base points. 
Let X be an H-space. Then the projective plane XP(2) of X is constructed by 
Stasheff [l l] as a space corresponding to the second step of the construction of 
the classifying space of a topological group. The projective plane has been 
important for the study of H-spaces. In particular, if X is a simply connected 
H-space whose mod p cohomology H*(X; Z lp) is finite and primitively generated 
for a fixed prime p, then Browder and Thomas [2] showed that there is a quotient 
algebra of H”(XP(2); Z/p) over the mod p Steenrod algebra which is a truncated 
polynomial algebra of height 3 generated by classes corresponding to a basis for 
the primitive module PH”(X; Up). ‘Thomas studied this algebra for p = 2 to 
obtain much information about the action of the squaring operations Sq” on 
H*(X; Z/2) for such X [14, 151. Furthermore, by using his results, he proved that 
the lowest nonvanishing homotopy group of a finite H-space with primitively 
generated mod 2 cohomology occurs in dimension 1, 3, 7 or 15. On the other 
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hand, when H*(X; Z/p) is not primitively generated, the structure of 
H*(XP(Z); Z lp) is not so simple. In fact, Thomas’ results about the action of Sq” 
are no longer true for the general cases (cf. [lo, Section 0.~1). In this paper, we 
construct a space XQ(2) for a given H-space X so that a similar algebra can 
be obtained by using H*(XQ(2); Z/p) instead of H”(XP(2); Z lp) even if 
H*(X; Z/p) is not primitivelv generated. More precisely, for a given. H-space X 
we construct a space XQ(2) \;rith the inclusion E : J$%X+ XQ(2) so that the 
following theorem holds: 
Theorem 1.1. Let p be a prime, and let X be a simply connected H-space 
mod p cohomology H”(X; Z lp) is finite. Then we have a subring 
H*(XQ(2); Zip) and an ideal I in R satisfying the following properties: 
(i) R and I are closed under the action of the mod p Steenrod algebra 
(ii) I l k*(XQ(2); Up) = 0, E”(I) = 0 and Im E* = a’PH”‘(0X; Z/p), 
0: I;i*(.;zJp)_,fi*+l (2 l ; B lp) is the suspension isomorphism. 
(iii) [f J is the submodCe generated by 
(x C3 y-(- l)‘-l-‘+‘y 8x 1 x, y E crW(RX; Z/p)} 
(I z 1 = dim z), then there is CYI ti( p)-module homomorphism 
p* : a’~~(nX;~lp)~(T’~*(RX;Zlp)lJ--, R/I 
so that the following sequence is exact: 
O+ &*(0X; Up)@ &*(0X; Zlp)lJ 
L RIIL a’PH*(flX; Zlp)+O, 
where the same letter E* is used for the induced homomorphism from E”. 
(iv) 
x.y=(_l)'+'p*( E*X@ E*y) = (_l)l!ltl+~)+~p*(E*y~ E*X) , 





If we denote by T(M) the truncated polynomial algebra of height 3 with the 
indecomposable module isomorphic to a graded module M, then (iii) in the above 
theorem means that R/I is an intermediate algebra between T(o’PH*(L!X; Z/p)) 
and T(a?&(RX;Zlp)). The heart of the above theorem is that R/I has an 
unstable ti( p)-algebra structure even though those two truncated polynomial 
algebras do not. 
The above theorem is useful, in particular, for the study of the action of the 
squaring operations on PM”(RX; Z/2). In fact, as a simple application of 
Theorem 1.1. we have the following theorem: 
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Theorem 1.2. Let X L ue a simply connected H-space whose mod 2 cohomology is 
J$nite. L.et n be a positive integer. Wrife as n = 2’m with odd m. Then for any 
_K E PH4”(aX; iZ 12) there are yi E PH*(RX; Z/2) (0 5 i 5 t + 1) with 
_x = 2 (sq2yi)?j . 
OsiSt+ 1 
Let QH*(‘; z/2) d--=at- the ‘mr?a~- trlu b L11ti r,.Utibomposable module of H *(X; Z 12). Then by 
considering :he cohomology suspension &H”(X; Z/2)-, PH*-‘(0X; Z/2), we 
obtain information about the structure of QH*(X; h/2) from Theorem 1.2. In 
fact, we have the following theorem: 
Theorem 1.3. Let X, n, t and m be the same as in Theorem 1.2. Let $ be the 
secondary operation defined on integral classes associated to the relation Sq’Sq’ = 
0. Then for any u E H4”+’ (X; Z/2) there are Vi E H”(X; 2/2) (0 5 i 5 t + 1) with 
modulo decomposable elements. 
A similar result to the above theorem is proved by Lin [9] under the additional 
hypothesis that the multiplication cf H,(X; Z/2) is associative. In Theorem 1.3 
such a hypothesis is not needed. 
As corollaries of Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.3, we can also prove several 
results in [9] without the hypothesis of the associativity of H,(X; Z/2). In 
particular, we have the following: 
Corollary 1.4. If X is a simply connected finite H-space, then the lowest non- 
vanishing hnmotopy group of X occurs in dimension 4k - 1 fur some k 2 1. 
The space XQ(2) for an H-space X is constructed in a simihr manner to the 
projective plane of an H-space. In fact, XQ(2) is given as the projective plane of 
an H-pairing which is a simple extension of the concept of an H-space. In Section 
2 we give the definition of the H-pairing and study its properties. Examples of the 
H-pairi::g are given in Section 3. By these examples we show that various notions 
in the theory of H-spaces can be described by simpler ones in the theory of 
H-pairings. In particular, we show that Iwase’s space Q(2) in ]3] is given as the 
projective plane of a certain H-pairing. We also show that the c-invariant 
introduced by Zabrodsky can be considered as the H-deviation in the theory of 
H-pairings. The main application of the thelrry of H-pairings is in the study of 
H”@X; Zip) for a finite H-space X. To do ~~0, we assemble some known facts 
and their consequences about the structure of H”(X; Up) and H*(aX; Z/p) in 
Section 4. In Section 5 we give the construction of XQ(Z), and prove our main 
theorem. Applications of the main theorem are given in Section 6. The concept of 
an H-pairing can be extended to an A,,-pairing. We give the definition of an 
A,,-pairing in Section 7, and we also give the construction of the projective 
n-space of it. 
2. H-pairings 
In this s?ction we introduce the concept of an H-pairing. 
Let /..+I Xi-5X (i = 1,2) be maps. Then Stasheff [ll] defined an axial map with 
respect to (pi) as a map p : X, x X,+ X with &x1, *) = p,(x,) and &*, x2) = 
pz(x2) for Xi E 7;‘i (* denotes the base point). In this paper we use another 
terminology for this situation, that is, we adopt the following: 
Definition 2.1. An H-pairing is a family of maps N = ( p, p, , p2) so that p is an 
axial map with respect to { p,} i=, .z. { ~i}i=, ,2 are called the axes of JC 
An H-space X with the multiplication p : X x X-, X is considered as an 
H-pairing { F, id,, id,}. We identify this H-pairing with X, and simply denote it 
by X. 
Definition 2.2. Let ‘x = ( p, pi : Xi 3 X} and V = {q,qi : Yi + Y} be H-pairings. 
(1) An axes preserving map of x to ‘I! is a family of maps f = 
{f : X* Y, fi : Xij Yi}i=,,2 with rlifi = f~i (i = 132). 
(2) An H-map of x to V is a family f = {f, fi, F}i,,,z SO that (f, L> : X-+V is 
an axes preserving map and F : I x X, x X, + Y is a homotopy between fp and 
q( f, x fi) relative to X, v Xz. F is called an H-structure of { f, fi}. 
By d&nition, an H-map between H-spaces in the above sense is the same as 
the usual one. 
Let Y be an H-space with the multiplicatkn q. For any maps h,g : 24 Y we 
Put 
h+g=n(hxg)A:Z-,Y, 
where 3 is the diagonal map. 
Definition 2.3. Let f = {f, A} : IX-+ Y be an axes preserving map, where x = 
( p, ~5, : X, --, X j is an H-pairing and Y is an H-space with the multiplication q. 
Tiren ikc H-deviation of ! is a map D, : X, A X2 3 Y satisfying 
where r : X, x X, + X, A X, is the identification map. 
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Since the pointed homotopy set [Z, Y] is an algebraic loop with the multiplica- 
tion induced from the above ‘+‘, Q, is defined uniquely up to homotopy, and is 
the same as the usual H-deviation if x is an H-space. It is clear that C has an 
H-structure if and only if D, is null homotopic. We remar that the H-deviation 
cannot be defined for the general cases, i.e., for H-maps between H-pairings. 
Let h*(a) be a generalized cohomology theory, and let x = { p, pi : Xi + X} be 
an H-pairing. Put 
b*(x) = p*(x) - (pr,)*&(x) - (pQ*pT(X) for any x E h”*(X) . 
Then by definition we have that i*(x) E 6*(X, f\ X,), where k[.Y, A XZ) is 
considered as a submodule of 6*(X, x X2). This defines a homomorphism 
F* : h”*(X)-, h”*(X, A X,) which is called the reduced coproduct of x. A class 
x E k(X) with k*(x) = 0 is called primitive, and the submodule of all primitive 
classes in h”*(X) is called the primitive module zi7d denoted by Ph*(Xj. Then the 
following fact is easily verified: 
Lemma 2.4. Let (E,,} be an n-spectrum representing h*(m), and let i = 
( f, A> : X-, E,, be an axes preserving map so that f : X+ E,, i$ a representative of 
x E l”(X) and fi = Eli (i = 1,2). Then L”(x) is represented by the H-deviation 
D,:X, AX,-+E,,. 
H-structure: Cl 
Thus, in particular, x is primitive if and only if f has an 
Now we define the projective plane of an H-pairing. Let K,, be the Stasheff’s 
complex with boundary maps ax-(r, s) : K, x K,p K,,,_, (s,r 2 2, r 2 k 11) and 
degeneracy maps Sj : K,, -+ K,, _ , (1 I i I n) [ 121. Then the projective plane XP(2) 
of an H-pairing x = { p,pi : Xi --)X} is defined by the relative homeomorphism 
cp : (K4 x X, x X2, K4 x (X, v X,) u aK, x X, x X2)-+ @P(2), ZX) 
given for p E K,, CT E K,, 7E K,, and Xi E Xi (i = 1,2) by 
f (07 P&N (k=r-2=1), 
d%(', ')(P, a)7 ',yxd = I (p, ~(x~,.Q)) (k = r- 1=2), (p p,(xI)) 9 (kzr= 3), 
I * (r = 2)) 
cp(T x, 9 *) = (sJd9 !-4x, 11 ’ 
where K, is identified with the unit interval I so that d,, ,(2,2) E K, corresponds 
to i E I (i = OJ). This definition agrees with the usual one if x is an H-space. In 
particular, XP( 2) /2X is homeomorphic to 2’ ‘(X, /\ X,). 
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Let V = (77, rli 1 Yi + Y} be another H-pairing, and let f = { f, fi, F} : X+ V be 
an H-map. Then it is clear that there exists a map ff P(2) : XP(2)-+VP(2) with 
f P(2)lLx = J5f. Furthermore, f P(2) induces a map z1 *(X, A X2)-, 2 ‘(Y, A Y?) 
which is homotopic to Z ‘( fi A fi). 
Let L : ZX+XP(2) and p : XP(2)+ Z’)(X1 A Xr) be the inclusion and the 
projection respectively, and let u : h”*(s)* i*“(S) be the suspension isomorph- 
ism. Then we have the following exact sequence: 
. . . --, h”“(7$P(2))% ,-,,-‘(,) 
--% K”-‘(x, A xz,=i h”“+‘(xp(2))+ l l l , (1) 
where 6” is induced from the connecting homomorphism. Now we prove the 
following lemma: 
Lemma 2.5. (i) S* in (1) is equal to -F*. Thus Im (T-‘L* = Ph*(X). 
(ii) Ifh*(*) is multiplicative, then for any x, y E h”*(XP(2)) with 1x1 = n + 1 and 
IYI =m+l, we have that 
x 0 y = (-l)“p*a’( p; CT-S*(x) x p;cf“*( y)) 
= (-1) ‘l+‘lt”+ip+aZ( /+A*( y) x p;a-‘&*(X)) , 
where x : 6*(A) 8 6*(B) --) i*(A A B) denotes the external product. 
(iii) If h*(w) = H*(.; Zip) for a prime p, then for any x E fi”“‘(XP(2); Up) 
we have that 
where 9” is the nth reduced power operation and p is the Bockstein operation 
mod p. 
Proof. (i) can be proved by the same method as when x is an H-space. 
Furthermore, (ii) can be proved by the same method as in [ 1, Lemma 21. We 
remark that the projective plane in [l] is defined in a different way, but a similar 
method to the proof of Lemma 2 in [l] can be used for our case. The details are 
left to the reader. 
For the proof of (iii) it is enough to consider the case that X is the 
Eilenberg-MacLane space K(Z/p, 2n), /L is the loop multiplication, and CF %Q-) 
is the fundamental class Lo,, E H’“(K(ZIp, 2n); Up). In fact, for the general case 
we choose a map f : X + K(Zip, n) representing U-‘&*(X), and we put fi = f~i 
(i = l-2). Then, since there exists an H-map {f, f,, f,. F)I : his-, K(Zlp, 2n) with 
a suitable homotopy F, (iii) for K(BIp, 2n) implies that there is a class 
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x’ E fi”‘+‘(~P(2), Z/p) with (T?(x’) = c&*(x) and 
Here &L*(X) = U%*(X) implies that x = x’ + boa’ for some y. Thus 
pW’x = fwrxr + p * u’( ps I'y) = @P”X’ 
by dimensional reasoning, and (iii) for x is shown. 
Now suppose that X = &Z/p, 2n) with the loop multiplication t_~ : X x X+ X 
and c?L*(x) = Lo,, E H”‘(X; Z lp). Let r : E - K(Zlp, 2n + 1) be the homotopy 
fiber of a homomorphism h : K(Z/p, 2n + l)+ K(HIp, 2np + 2) inducing pg”, 
and let j : K(-(z,p, 2nP + 1) + E be the fiber of r. Since Oh = *, we have a map 
s : X- LJE with (nr)s = id,. Furthermore, the H-deviation Q : X A X+ L!E is 
factored as I), -(fij)S. Here 6 : XX X + K(Zlp, 2np) is defined by 
where t(x) is the path between * and (Oh)(x) in K(Z/p, 2np + 1) defined by 
choosing a null homotopy of Llh, and ‘ - ’ denotes both the multiplications of X 
and K(Z lp, 2np + 1). According to Zabrodsky [ 18, 31, 5 can be chosen to satisfy 
Now the adjoint map q : 2:X-, K(Zlp, 2n + 1) of id, has an extension 
$ : XP(2)+ K(BIp, 2n + 1) with 
h+&, 
where 5 : Z’(X A X)+ K@/p, 2np + 2) 
that 
Here -* x = cp $,+I + PWY) for 
u-‘L*(~*L~,~+,) = L?,, = &L*(X), and so 
Pi”&,,+, . Thus (iii) for K(Z lp, 2n) is 
3. Examples 
is the double adjoint of 8 This shows 
some y E ?(X A x; z lp) since 
p$?“X = p$q*Ll,r+, + P+pgq”y = 
proved. This completes the proof. El 
In this section we study some examples. 
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Example 3.1. Let X be an H-space with the multiplication E.C. Then for any maps 
fi : Yj-+ X (i = 1,2) and f : X-+ Y, we have an H-pairing { fp( fr X fi), fL>. This 
simple example appears in several important situations: 
The first one is the Iwase’s construction [3]. He defined a generating subspace 
for a connected A,,-space X which is a subspace Q of X so that the inclusion 
E : Q + X induces an isomorphism QK*(X; A) + k*( Q; A), where A is the ring 
of integers or of p-localized integers, and QK*(*; A) denotes the indecomposable 
module. By using this subspace, Iwase constructed a space Q(m) to prove various 
interesting results. The space Q(2) is equal to the projective plane VP(2) with 
V = { ~(s x E), E, E}, where p is the multiplication of X. For m 2 3, Q(m) is 
considered as the projective m-space of a certain generalized A,-space. We call 
this generalized notion the Ant-pairing, and give the definition of an Am-pairing 
and its projective m-space in Section 7. 
For the next one we consider a map 8; : X+ K(t?‘(X; Z/P), i) inducing 
an isomorphism on #(m; Z/p). Let E : X+ X be the homotopy fiber of 
n+,, ai : X-, ni,,,K(fii(X; Z/p), i). Then we have H-pairings {&E x 1), E, id,}, 
(~(1 x 4, id,, E) and { ( p E x E), E, E). These examples are used in many cases 
(cf. [16, 71). 
The last one is a partial H-space defined by F. Cohen, which is a mapf : X+ Y 
together with an extension f”: 02X+ Y, i.e., $ = f for the natural map 
E : X+ 02X. Then we can construct an H-pairing ( &(E x E), &, h}, where t’ is 
the loop multiplication of 02X. 
Example 3.2. Let X be an H-space whose multiplication r_~ is homotopy commuta- 
tive i.e., k 2: EA. T relative to X v X (7(x, y) = ( y , x)). Then Stasheff [ 11, 
Theorem 1.91 showed that there is a map q : ZX x 2X+ XP(2) with 71(x, *) = 
q(*, x) = ( ) L x , w h ere L : 2X-, XP(2) is the inclusion. This gives us an H-pairing 
(17, 4 6). Now since 7&,yvrx = LV, where V : CX v CX+ CX is the folding map, 
we have the following map between exact sequences: 
. . .--_~“(xp(2))~,h”“-‘(x) -Ii” ,pl(x * X) 0-J;. . . 
l ~*---,h”“(~xx~x)-h”“-~(~v~)-~h”“-’(~*~) j... 
(2) 
where the upper exact sequence is the one in (1) the lower one isinduced from 
the cofiber sequence ZX v ZX-, Z’x x Z’x+ ZX A 2X, and t* is the induced 
homomorphism. Then we have the following proposition: 
reposition 3,3. We can choose the above map q : ZX x CX* XP(2) to satisfy 
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Proof. Let C : I X X X X-p X be a homotopy between lu. and p T relative to 
X v X. Put Li = K4 (i = OJ), and define cp : K, x dI+ L,, U L, by ‘p(K, x {i}) c 
L; and (PIKjx(i) = 3,(3,2)pr,. Put 15 = (L, U L,) U, XC, x I. Then we define a map 
ij’:LxXZ+XP(2)=ZXUK,xX2by 
+j(T, -q 9 x2) = 
(~,x,,x*)E K4 x X’ (7 E Lo) 7 
(~,x~,x,)E K4 xX’ (TEL,) 7 
+j(t, s, xl, x,) = (t, C(s, x,, x2)) E 2:x ((t, s, x,, x2) E K, x I x X2) , 
where K, is identified with I as in Section 2. Let rc/ : 8 L x X” u L x (X v X)+ 
CX v 2X be the map defined by 
%+1(7, x2+) (u = d,(3,2)(r, p) E Li) , 
N-b x, 9 x2) = ‘i+lCT, xi+,) (U = aJ(372)ji. p) E Li) 7 
* (otherwise) ., 
where tzj : 2X+ 2X v CX is the inclusion to the jth factor. Then (2X v 
ZX)U,LxX’ is homeomorphic to J$X x 2X. Now since ~Vt,b = 
Sl aL XX21JL x(XvX)r ;i induces a map v : J$X x 2:X* XP(2) with c* = I - T*. 
Furthermore, q*p*(r’ = c*p*& implies that -8{*p*~’ = t* by (2). Thus the 
proposition is proved. Cl 
From the above proof, the map q satisfying the above proposition is con- 
structed uniquely up to homotopy by choosing a commuting homotopy C. 
Hereafter q is assumed to be constructed in the above way. 
Let Y be another H-space. Then for any H-map f : X+ JIY, we have the 
induced map 6 : XP(2) ---) Y. This gives us an axes preserving map Q = 
{I?, W, S’} : x-t Y, where 6’ : CX + Y is the adjoint of J On the other hand, 
since X and A?Y are homotopy commutative H-spaces, we have the c-invariant 
c(f) : X A X-, R”Y of f introduced by Zabrodsky [17, l] which is a secondary 
homotopy defined by the following picture: 
fPk Y) fP(Y7 4 
f(x) + f( Y) ff Y) + f(x) 
where the vertical paths are given by the H-structure for f, and the horizontal 
paths are given by the commuting homotopies for p and the loop multiplication of 
fly. Then we have the following theorem which shows that the c-invariant can be 
considered as the H-deviation in the theory of H-pairings. 
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Theorem 3.4. c(f) is homotopic to the map D : X A X -+ R’Y defined by using 
the H-deviation D E: 2X A 2x4 Y ofg. as follows: 
D(xv y>(s, 0 = D,((s, xl, (t, Y)) 7 
i.e., c(f) is the double adjoint of D,. 
Proof. First we note that the map 87 : 2X x CX-, Y is illustrated for 
((s, x), (t, y)) E 2X X 2X as follows: 
where I’ is a suitable parameter, and the rectangle in the center is given by the 
commuting homotopy for p. Thus 6~ can be considered as the homotopy 
f(x) + f(y) ==fp(x, y) = fp( y, x) = f( y) + f(x) given by composing the H-struc- 
ture off and the commuting homotopy for p. On the other hand, for the natural 
map cp : 32 Y+ Y, v(cp x cp) is illustrated for ((s, I), (t, w)) E Z?Y x 32 Y as 
follows: 
Thus v(~‘GY’):~XX~X + Y, which is equal to v(cp x cp)(Zf X zf ), can be 
considered as the commuting homotopy f(x) + f(y) = f( y) + f(x). This proves the 
theorem by definition of DC. Cl 
Let x be a primitive class in h”“(X). We consider the subset c(x) = 
{a-‘+jE( y) 1 &P(y) =x} of 6”-* (X A X). Then as a corollary to Theorem 3.4 
we have the following: 
Corollary 3.5, Let f : X + E,, be a representative of x, where ( E,, > is an L!- 
spectrum reprcseming h *(a ). Then c”(x) is equal to) the set of the c-invariant of all 
H-maps which are given by choosing possible H-structures for f. 
Y = E,, in the above construction. Thus the corollary follows from Theorem 
3.4. !_I 
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Now let X be an H-space with the multiplication p. Then the loop space flX of 
X is a homotopy commutative H-space with the loop multiplication. So we have 
an H-pairing (17, L, L} as constructed above, where L : Z?X-, (RX)P(2) is the 
inclusion. Let 0, : %!X+ X be the adjoint of the identity of .QX and let 
0, : (&!X)P(2)+ X be the natural map with 92,~ = 0,. Then by Sugawara [13], 
we have that 
We remark that this homotopy equivalence holds for the special q in Proposition 
3.3. Let fi* : h”“(X A X)- 6*-‘@2X A i2X) be the homomorphism induced 
from the map 5 : OX A OX --) Q’(X A X) defined by c(l, w)(s, t) = (I(s), w(t)) 
for I, w E OX and s, t E I. Then since 6 ‘0 7 is equal to the cohomology suspen- 
sion homomorphism J2* : h*(X)+ h”*-‘(OX), we have the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.6 (Zabrodsky [17, 3.21). fi*k*(x) E c@*(x)). 0 
For the case of the loop space of an H-space, we have many more examples. 
In fact, if X is an H-space with the multiplication p, then by Sugawara [13, 
Theorem 4.21, for any positive integers n and m, we have an H-pairing 
(77 
)1 + I?1 
II.)?) ’ a,, , fi?:f M > with 
where fitfh : (L!X)P(a)-, (L?X)P(a + 6) is the inclusion of the projective spaces 
defined in [ 121. The H-pairing (77, L, L} is the case of n = m = 1. These examples 
are interesting themselves. In fact this construction allows us to define the higher 
c-invariant for classes in K*(flX) which are represented by A,,-maps. We discuss 
these examples in a subsequent paper, and we study the case of rz = m = 1 in 
Section 5. 
4. Mod p finite H-spaces 
Throughout this section, p is a fixed prime and X is a simply connected H-space 
with finite mod p cohomology. Furthermore, H*(a) denotes the mod p cohomolo- 
gy H*(.; Up). Then by Borel’s structure theorem, -H*(X) is isomorphic to the 
tensor product of algebras of the types of A(x) and Up[ y] Icy” ) as an algebra. 
Now the following theorem was proved by Lin and Kane: 
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where A i and Bj are Hopf algebras as follows: 
Ai = A(Xi) , 
Bj = 
Z/2[Yj]l(Y5”“‘) (p=2)9 
A(yi) C3GUp[z,]l(z:“‘) (p odd) , 
where dim xi and dim y, (= 2n( j) + 1) are odd, zi = P9”“‘yj modulo decompos- 
able elements, and s(j) = p’“’ with l(j) 2 I. Cl 
Let r[ V] denote the divided polynomial Hopf algebra over Z/p, i.e., r[ u] has a 
Z/p-module basis ( y,(u))tzo (dim y,(v) = t - dim u) so that y,,(u) = 1, y,(u) = u, 
Y,(v) * Y,(U) = ( 7 s )Y,+,W and A*?,(U) = Ci x(U)@_Yr_i(U), where A* is the 
coproduct of r[u]. Let a(t)* : H*((OX)P(t))-, H*-‘(ax) be the homo- 
morphism induced from the inclusion 32X-, (OX)P(t). We notice that a(m)* is 
equal to the cohomology suspension fl* : k*(X)* l?*-‘(OX) by identifying 
(RX)P(x) with X. Then from the above theorem we have the following theorem: 
.2. For the same X in Theorem 4.1, there is an isomorphism of 
coalgebras 
where i, ami l?, are Hopf algebras as follows: 
A”, = r[n*x,] ) 
A("*Yj)@ r[T*Yjl (p=2), 
zlp[n’y;]r(!n*yj~P,~TT7’~z.] 2’ (p odd), 
where dim 7% = 2s( j)( pn( j) + 1) - 2 and 
~“14 E Im 0(2s( j) - 1)” - Im 0(2s( j))* 
for 11 = Yj ( p =2), u = z, (p odd). 
Proof. This theorem is well known, and we give an outline of the proof for odd p. 
Consider the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence {ET’“, d,), Vvith 
E;.:” + H*(flX) and 
E;** = Tor;‘;,,(E lp, Z lp) . 
Since by the algebra decomposition in Theorem 4.1, we have the Hopf algebra 
decomposition 
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with 
Ai = r[sx,] , Bj = T[Syi] ~ A(SZj) ~ lT[tZj] ) 
where bidegree su = (-1, deg U) for u = Xi,Yj,Zj, and bidegree tzi = 
(-2,2s( j)(pn(j) + 1)). Now by [4, (2.6)], E,*‘* = E%:**, and by [4, Theorem 
1.21, E;‘* = E$‘*. Furthermore, d,_,(y,(~)) = SZj for Y,(W) = r,(SYj) and 
d,&*(w)) = 0 otherwise. Thus 
as coalgebras since H*(L!X) s E, as coalgebras by [4, Proposition 2.81. 
Next consider another type of Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence { J!?,*,*, &} 
given by the filtration CL?Xc (J2X)P(2) C (L!X)P(3) C l l l C (fiX)P(=) 2: X. 
Then 
with 
A: = A([.n*x,]) , B;=A([R*~~])~~IP[[M’~]]~A([~*z~])) 
where we denote the class in the cobar construction of M*(RX) by [a, 1 l . . 1 a,] 
(ai E fi*(nX)), and 
1 p-1 
w;= - ’ y( I[( ’ P ,f, t ~“Yj)’ 1 (~*Yi)‘-‘] . 
Furthermore, the only nontrivial differentials are given by 
~~,( j)_1([7"Zj]) = W:(j) . 
This implies that 7” zj f Im R(2s( i) - I)* - Im 0(2s( i))* , and we have the 
desired result. The proof for p = 2 is similar. 0 
Now put 
xi == (n,“)*X; and ri = (~~)*Yj E fi”((fiX)P(2)), 
where flI+b : @2X) P(a) - (OX) P(a + 0) is ahe inclusion, and (RX)P@) = X. 
Furthermore, we choose a class iii E Im (J2;“(‘)-‘)* with 0(2)*cj = T*_Vj (P = 2), 
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~(2)*Uj = r*~j (P Odd). Put N’ = A(~i, ui)6z/2[yi] (p = 2), N’ = A(xi, pi, ~~j) 
( p odd), N = N’/D”N’ (D” denotes the 3-fold decomposable module) and M = 
ZfPW 1 @""'y.) (p odd). Then we have the following proposition: 
Propositkm 4.6. There is an ideal S in H *((OX) P(2)) so that the following 
conditiorzs are satisfied: 
(i) There is an isomorphism of algebras 
(ii) fi*((QX) P(2 j) - 3’ = 0. 
(iii) Im pad’ = DN$S (p=2), Imp”o’= DN@MCBS (p o&l), where D 
denotes the decomposable module, and p : (JM) P(2)--, .Z ‘(ax A OX) is the 
projection. 
(iv) Im (CC)* =N(p=2),Im(nif)*=NCBM(podd). 
Proof. First we choose a submodule V in H*(OX) with V@ PH”(f2X) ^=’ 
@(OX). Next we chose a submodule W in A = V 63) 6*(0X) + I?*(flX)@V 
with 
if p is odd and W=A if p= 2. Put S = p%‘(W). Then the theorem can be 
proved by the standard method together with Lemma 2.5. In particular, to show 
(i) and (iv), we use the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence {Era*, d,} defined 
from the filtration Z’L-r)X C (OX)P(2) C. l l C X, where Ez** is as in the proof of 
Theorem 4.2. Then Im (a:)* is isomorphic to Ez.“/z i13 Ezqi as an algebra. This 
shows (i) and (iv). The details are left to the reader. q 
S. The proof of Theorem 1.1 
This section is devoted to proving Theorem 1 .l. First we construct the space 
XQ(2) in Section 1 for an H-space X. 
Let X be an H-space, and let X, = (17, L, L) be the H-pairing constructed in 
Section 3, i.e., i : 20X+ (OX)P(2) is the inclusion, and q satisfies Proposition 
3.3 for fix. Then X&(2) is defined as the projective plane of X1, i.e., 
XQ(2) = X,P(2) 
Furthermore, the inclusion 
& : p: 32x+ Z((f2X) P(2)) 
prove Theorem 1.1. 
E : Z20X+ XQ(2) is given as the composition of 
and the inclusion Z((OX)P(2))+XQ(2). Now we 
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Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let X, be the H-pairing (q’, !2;~, Oil}, where 7’ = J’~;T, 
and 0: : (OX)P(2)+(RX)P(3) is the inclusion. Put XQ(3) =X,P(2). Since we 
have an H-map {ai, id, id, c} : X z *X3 (c is the constant homotopy), it induces 
the natural map v : XQ(2)-+ XQ(3). Thus we have the following map of exact 
sequences for H*(a) = H”(*; Z/p): 
where l(2)* = -&j*, j(3)* = --cC2$*, b(f) : (nX)P(t)+ XQ(t) is the inclu- 
sion, and 6(t)* is defined naturally. Since c? Odd(OX A OX) = 0 by Theorem 4.2, 
we have that 
Furthermore, 
5(2)*(&& = ~(2)*p*o”(q2)*ii 8 a(a)*p) 
= L?(2)“& @ .n(2)*p - J2(2)*p @ Ly2pi 
for (Y, p E {xi j yi, ui} by Lemma 2.5 and Proposition 3.3. Thus by Proposition 4.3 
we have that 
K&r l(2)” fl Im (G)* = 
(P ~  2), 
(p odd) . 
Here if p = 2, then Y: = Sq2n(i)+1pj = pSq2”“‘yi. Thus by putting 9” = Sq’” if 
n = 2; we may write for all p, Y 
Ker c(2)* n Im (a;)* E dW*(flXj$ M . 
Put R = Im v*. Then since Im c(2)* = Im 5(2)*p*a’ = Im (I- T”) = J, we have 
the following exact sequence: 
O- o’ii*(flX)@ c+‘i)*(.nX)IJ St, R-&~‘PH*(~X)@crh4+0, 
where 6 * and c* are maps induced from 6(2)* and l(2)“. Let y1 E R be a class 
with L*?, = azyi, Put I= ZlPipB”“‘y;.). Then L*(Z) = aM, and the above exact 
sequence induces the exact sequence in (iii). 
Now (iv) is clear by definition and Lemma 2.5(ii). 
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R is clearly closed under the action of the Steenrod algebra s4( p). Further- 
more, I is concentrated in odd dimension. Since fi*(nX) is concentrated in even 
dimension, we have that Z = Rodd, and so g”(Z) C I for any m. Since by definition 
/3(Z) = 0, we have that ~4( p)(Z) C I. These show (i). 
Finally, E*(Z) = a*&!(2)*(M) = 0. Thus in particular, for any (Y E Z and p E 
fi*(XQPjj, 4 = S*(E*~ 8 &*pj = 0 by Lemma 2S(ii), and the theorem is 
proved. El 
6. Applications 
Throughout this section we assume that H*(m) = H*(*; 212). First, we prove 
the following lemma: 
l 
Lemma 6.1. Let X be the same as in Theorem 1.2. Then for any x E PH4”(0X) n 
Im Sq2 we have that 
x = 2 (Sq*yi)*j for some yi E PH*(&?X) (i -I: C) . 
PKOOf. Let A be the sub-Hopf-algebra of H”(J2X) generated by 
cr, Sq2PH2kc2(0X). Then by Kane [6, Proof of Lemma B in Section 42-51 we 
have that 
PH’“(G?X) n Im Sq* C PA. 
Thus the result follows. Cl 
Now we prove the Theorems listed in Section 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. We prove by downward induction on n. If n is great 
enough, then PH4”(0X) = 0. So we assume that the theorem is true for all n’ 
with n’ > n. Let x E PH4”(0X). Since Sq4”x = x’ E PH*“(fiX), inductive as- 
sumption implies that 
Sq4”x = 2 (sq2zi)*’ 
i20 
for some Zi E PH*(&?X). Put X’ = x - girl (Sq*Zi)*‘-‘. NOW take classes X,Z E 
R/Z with &*(.Fj = u*(x’j and ~“(5) = (T’(z~). Then since Sq4”x’ = Sq2zo, we have 
that 
Sq4% = SqzE, + p”(w) 
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for some w E &*(flX) Q9 a’Z?*(QX) lJ. Thus 
X 
-2 = sq”” ‘22 = sq2sq”H.~ = p*sq*w . 
Suppose that x’gImSq*. Then there is a subspace V in r-?*(&!Xj so that 
V CB Z /2(x’} = Z?*(C!X) and Sq%*(nX) C V. This implies that 
p*(a’x’ g) &) = x* = p*sq?w E p*(Jv C3 o’C*(nx)) 9 
and we have a contradicticn. Thus x4 E Im Sq’, and by Lemma 6.1, we have that 
x’ = 2 (sq*y;y 
iZ0 
for some Y; E PH *(0X). Hence by putting yi = y: + 2; + I we have the result. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. This follows from Theorem 1 2 as is shown by Lin [9] (see 
also [6, 42-41). Cl 
Proof of Corollary 1.4. It is clear by Theorem 1.2 thdt the lowest nonvanishing 
mod 2 reduced homology group of 0X occurs in dimension 4k - 2 for some 
k 2 1. Furthermore, since H*(&!X; Z) is torsion free by [8] and [5], the dimension 
of the lowest nonvanishing integral reduced homology group of 0X is equal to 
4k - 2. Thus the result follows from the Hurewicz isomorphism and r,(X) Z 
WJJX). 0 
In conclusion of this section, we prove the following proposition: 
Proposition 6.2. Let X be the same as in Theorem 1.2. Then 
0 i 
( 1 ii 
Sq2PH4”(12X) = 0 and Sq’QH’“+‘(X) = 0, 
k-2 
QH*““(X) C Im Sq* + c Im Sq*‘-’ l l l Sq”-‘Sq* (k 2 2) . 
i=l 
Proof. The first half of (i) is clear by Theorem 1.2, and the second one is proved 
from the first one since the cohomology suspension QH*(X)+ PII*-’ is 
injective. 
Next since by Proposition 4.2 the cohomology suspension 
QH”” ‘(Xj-+ ?H”(J~X) is isomorphic if n is not of the form 2”(2t + 1) - 2 with 
QH”“‘(X) # 0. Thus (ii) follows from Theorem 1.2. Cl 
4. A ,-pairings 
Let K,, be the Stasheff’s complex with boundary maps &(r, s) : K, X KS4 
K r+s--I and degeneracy maps Sj : K,, + K,, _ , . 
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Definition 7.1. An A ,,-pairing (n 2 2) is a family of maps 
~=(p(k)~,~, &i jpI lsjsi~n-kil, k22, e=O,l} 3 . 
with &i,j,~ : Xi+l,j+c~ Xi,j and 
p(k)i.j : K, X Xi+k_l.j X ’ l l X Xi+k-l,j+k-l* xi.j 
so that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) Ei.j.OCXO) = cLC2)i.j(*~ *Cl, *) 9 
Ei,j.*tX1) = Pt2)i.j(*y *y *l)(*e E Xi+l.j+e) . 
(2) Ei.j.eP(k)i+l.j+c = PCk)i.jtl ’ ‘i+k-l,j,f ’ . * . ’ ‘i+k-l,j+k-1.e) * 
(3) For any p E K, and (P E KS, we have that 
p(r + s - 1)i.j(a,(r7 s)( P9 a)9 ‘17 ’ ’ ’ 7 *,+.S- 1) 
= PCy)i.j(P? Y1, ” * 7 Y,) 7 
i 
Ei+r-l.j+N-I.O * * ’ Ei+r+.s.j+u-l.O &I) foralt-1, 
Y, = rlL(s)i+ --l.j+r-l(c~ *,y ’ * ’ 9 *,+,~-I) fora=t, 
Ei+r-I,j+cr-I.I ’ * . &i+r+s-3,j+r+s-3 I(*a+.Y-1) for a z t + ’ ’ . . 
(4) For any T E K, with k > 2, we have that 
wherz Z, = &i+k_2 j+u_~,O(Xa) for asr- 1, z,= Ei+~~-Z,j+a-Z,1(*,+*) for aa=. . . 
It is clear that the AZ-pairing and the H-pairing are the same. It is also clear 
that for a given A,,-pairing (~(k)i,j, &i j f} and for any positive integers u,u,m , . 
with mr2 and vsuln-m+l, 
{PCk)i.jv 'i j f 1 ’ 5 . . j-vi-lsi-u+lsm-k+-I) 
is an A,,,-pairing. 
Let x = { ~(k)i.j, Ei,j.~} be an A,,-pairing. Put 
S(u) = a&,+, x Xl,,, x l l * x xl&,, 
UK,,+,WX ,,., ...,X ,,.,,) (Lou+, 
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Then we define the projective u-space XT(d) (11 u 5 n) of x inductively by the 
relative homeomorphism 
p,, : K,+z x xu.1 x l l l x x1,.1,* S(u))- ww wu - 1)) 
given by 
where 
%-,+ I.a.0 l . . %- I.a.OW forask-:. 
Y, = ~(&_,+l,k-s+l(~, x~_~+,, . . . ,x,) for a = k -- s + 1 , 
E Id--s+l.a.l l l l %-I.R+S-2.1 k+,-1) for-ark-s+2, 
and z, = E,_~,,&,) for a-( j- 1, z, = E,,_,,&,+,) for a 2 j. Here the unde- 
fined expression c((s),,_,+,,~_~+~(o, x~_~+*, . . . , xk) is to be omitted. For the case 
of u =2, XP(2) is the same as the projective plane of the H-pairing 
(142)~ I, q I (), E, I 1> in Section 2. 
Now' let X be ‘an A,,-space with the A .-form {M; : K, X X1* X} ~~i~,l. Let 
f : Y+ X be a map. Put ~(k)i,j = M, for i + k 5 n, ~(k)i.j = Mk( f X . . * X f) for 
i + k = n + 1, and &i i e = id, for i 5 n - 2, &i.j.~ = f for i = n - 1. Then x = . . 
{ ~(k)i.j, Ei,j.~) is an A,,-pairing. Iwase’s space g(n) [3] is equal to the projective 
n-space W(n), where Y is the generating subspace of X and f is the inclusion. 
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